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Abstract: The norm ISO-26262 aims at ascertaining the functional safety of Automo-
tive Electric/Electronic Systems. It is not focused on purely functional system proper-
ties, but also demands to exclude nonfunctional safety hazards in case they are critical
for a correct functioning of the system. Examples are violations of timing constraints
in real-time software and software crashes due to runtime errors or stack overflows.
The ISO-26262 ranks the static verification of program properties among the promi-
nent goals of the software design and implementation phase. Static program analyzers
are available that can prove the absence of certain non-functional programming errors,
including those mentioned above. Static analyzers can be applied at different stages
of the development process and can be used to complement or replace dynamic test
methods. This article gives an overview of static program analysis techniques focusing
on non-functional program properties, investigates the non-functional requirements of
the ISO-26262 and discusses the role of static analyzers in the ISO-26262.

1 Introduction

The norm ISO-26262 [ISO11a] is based on the Functional Safety Standard IEC 61508
[IEC10] and aims at ascertaining the functional safety of Automotive Electric/Electronic
Systems. It has been published as an international standard in August 2011, replacing the
IEC 61508 as formal legal norm for road vehicles.

The ISO-26262 is not focused on purely functional system properties, but also demands to
exclude nonfunctional safety hazards in case they are critical for the correct functioning of
the system. Examples are violations of timing constraints in real-time software and soft-
ware crashes due to runtime errors or stack overflows. Depending on the criticality level
of the software the absence of safety hazards has to be demonstrated by formal methods or
testing with sufficient coverage. This also holds for related safety standards like DO-178B
[Rad], DO-178C, IEC-61508 [IEC10], and EN-50128 [CEN09]. The ISO-26262 demands
to consider the non-functional safety goals throughout the entire development process:
from specification, architectural design and implementation to validation and testing.

While the ISO-26262 does not enforce specific testing and verification methods, the im-
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portance of static verification is emphasized: it is considered one of the three goals of
the software unit design and implementation stage. The advantage of static techniques is
that they do not depend on specific test cases but provide results which are only based on
the source (or binary) code. Testing, in general, cannot show the absence of errors [Rad]
since only a concrete set of inputs is considered and usually no full test coverage can be
achieved.

The term static analysis is used to describe a variety of program analysis techniques with
the common property that the results are only based on the software structure. The most
advanced static analysis technique is the so-called Abstract Interpretation [CC77] which is
counted to the formal methods. Abstract Interpretation is a semantics-based methodology
for program analysis. It provides results that are valid for all program runs with all inputs,
thus enabling full control and data coverage. Abstract Interpretation-based tools are in
industrial use that can prove the absence of stack overflows, compute safe upper bounds on
the worst-case execution time [SLH+05], and prove the absence of runtime errors [DS07].

Specifically for non-functional program properties like timing, stack size, and runtime er-
rors dynamic testing is difficult since identifying safe end-of-test criteria is an unsolved
problem. In consequence the required test effort is high, the tests require access to the
physical hardware and the results are not complete. Let’s consider timing as an example:
With modern processors the timing behavior of an instruction depends on the instructions
previously executed, e.g., due to cache or pipeline effects. In consequence even MC/DC
coverage is not enough to determine worst-case execution time information. This is be-
cause the code can be thoroughly tested in multiple runs without ever having exercised the
longest path on any single run. Since different execution paths cannot be distinguished
there is no control which paths have been covered. In contrast, Abstract Interpretation-
based static analyses can be seen as equivalent to testing with full coverage. Thus, in the
areas where validation by static analysis is technically feasible and applied in industry it
defines the state-of-the-art testing technology. As an example the static WCET analyzer
aiT [SLH+05] has been used by NASA in the Toyota Motor Corporation Unintended Ac-
celeration Investigation to investigate the timing behavior, and could show the absence of
timing-related software defects [NAS11].

In the following we will give an overview of the various different static analysis tech-
niques focusing on Abstract Interpretation (Sec. 2). Sec. 3 discusses the predominant
non-functional safety goals: timing correctness, absence of stack overflows, and absence
of runtime errors. The application of static analysis techniques to demonstrate these goals
is shortly sketched. The main part of the article is Sec. 4 which tracks the non-functional
requirements through the different sections of Chap. 6 of ISO-26262 [ISO11b]. Sec. 5
discusses the integration of static analysis tools in the development process, focusing on
interfaces, tool couplings, and tool qualification. Sec. 6 concludes.
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2 Static Analysis Techniques

Static program analyzers compute information about the software under analysis without
actually executing it. The analyzers can work at the source code level, or at the object or
executable code level. The term ”static analyzer” is very broadly used and can denote a
variety of different techniques. This section gives an overview based on [CCF+07].

Sometimes the term ”static analyzer” is understood as including style checkers looking
for deviations from coding style rules (like Safer C checking for C fault and failure modes
[Hat95] or MISRA C checker [Mot04]). Such syntactical methods are not ”semantics-
based”, and thus, e.g., cannot determine variable values or check for correct runtime be-
havior.

Semantics-based static analyzers use an explicit (or implicit) program semantics that is a
formal (or informal) model of the program executions in all possible or a set of possible
execution environments. Based on the program semantics, information about data and
control flow is obtained. The most important characteristics of static analyzers is whether
they are sound or unsound. A static analyzer is called sound if the computed results hold
for any possible program execution.

A program analyzer is unsound when it can omit to signal an error that can appear at run-
time in some execution environment. Unsound analyzers are bug hunters or bug finders

aiming at finding some of the bugs in a well-defined class. Their main defect is unrelia-
bility, being subject to false negatives thus claiming that they can no longer find any bug
while many may be left in the considered class.

Unsoundness may be caused by

• discarding program effects:
A simple example is a write access through a pointer, e.g. *p=42. If the pointer
analysis is imprecise and concludes that p may point to 1000 variables then the
only sound way to proceed is to assume that all 1000 variables are modified by
this assignment and may take the value 42. Of course, this would make the result
very imprecise. Hence, some unsound analyzers may decide to ignore instructions
on which they know they probably are very imprecise. As an example the source
code analyzer CMC [ECH+01] from Coverity ignores code with complex seman-
tics whose analysis would be too hard to design. Some C compilers can produce
stack usage estimates but they fail to take the effect of inline assembly code or cer-
tain library routines into account, thus possibly underestimating the maximal stack
usage.

• ignoring some types of errors:
The source code analyzer UNO concentrates exclusively on uninitialized variables,
nil-pointer references, and out-of-bounds array indexing [Hol02]. Another example
is bug pattern mining (cf. e.g., Klocwork K7TM [Klo]), looking for just a few
key types of programmer errors. Due to high false alarm rates, also alarm filtering
often is applied, e.g., Splint [LE01] sorts the most probable messages according to
common programming practices.
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• disregarding some runtime executions:
Some static stack analyzers ignore recursions and only count the stack usage of one
single execution of a recursive function. Dynamic analyzers, i.e., test & measure-
ment approaches are unsound since it is impossible to explore all possible executions
of a program on a machine.

• changing the program semantics:
Source code analyzers have to take the machine representation of numbers into ac-
count. It is not correct to assume that integers are in Z, and reals in R. Instead
the limited bitwidth of machine numbers in general, and especially floating-point
rounding errors have to be taken into account.

2.1 Abstract Interpretation

The set of all possible runtime executions of a program is defined by the so-called con-
crete semantics. Unfortunately most interesting program properties are undecidable in
the concrete semantics. The theory of abstract interpretation [CC77] offers a semantics-
based methodology for static program analyses where the concrete semantics is mapped
to a simpler abstract model, the so-called abstract semantics. The static analysis is com-
puted with respect to that abstract semantics. Compared to an analysis of the concrete
semantics, the analysis result may be less precise but the computation may be significantly
faster. By skilful definition of the abstract semantics a suitable trade-off between preci-
sion and efficiency can be obtained. Abstract interpretation supports formal correctness
proofs: it can be proved that an analysis will terminate and that it is sound, i.e., that it
computes an overapproximation of the concrete semantics. Moreover it can be shown that
imprecisions always occur on the safe side. Examples of such proofs can be found in
[Fer97, The04, Min04].

Let’s illustrate this with two application scenarios: In runtime error analysis, soundness
means that the analyzer never omits to signal an error that can appear in some execution
environment. If no potential error is signalled, definitely no runtime error can occur, i.e.,
there are no false negatives. If a potential error is reported, the analyzer cannot exclude that
there is a concrete program execution triggering the error. If there is no such execution,
this is a false alarm (false positive). This imprecision is on the safe side: it can never
happen that there is a runtime error which is not reported. In WCET analysis, soundness
means that the computed WCET bound holds for any possible program execution. Safety
means that the only imprecision occurring is overestimation: the WCET must never be
underestimated. Abstract Interpretation allows these soundness and safety properties to be
formally proven.
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3 Non-Functional Safety Goals

Safety standards like ISO-26262 [ISO11a], DO-178B [Rad], DO-178C, IEC-61508 [IEC10],
and EN-50128 [CEN09] require to identify functional and non-functional hazards and
to demonstrate that the software does not violate the relevant safety goals. Some non-
functional safety hazards can be critical for the correct functioning of the system: viola-
tions of timing constraints in real-time software and software crashes due to runtime errors
or stack overflows. Proving their absence is explicitly listed as a verification goal by all of
the above mentioned standards. In this chapter we will describe the background and the
challenges of demonstrating the absence of these non-functional safety hazards.

3.1 Absence of Stack Overflow

A possible cause of catastrophic failure is a stack overflow which might cause the pro-
gram to behave in a wrong way or to crash altogether. When they occur, stack overflows
can be hard to diagnose and hard to reproduce. The problem is that the memory area
for the stack usually must be reserved by the programmer. Underestimation of the max-
imum stack usage leads to stack overflow, while overestimation means wasting memory
resources. Measuring the maximum stack usage with a debugger is no solution since one
only obtains a result for the selected set of program runs with fixed inputs. Even many re-
peated measurements with various inputs cannot guarantee that the maximum stack usage
is ever observed.

3.2 Worst-Case Execution/Response Time Guarantees

Many tasks in safety-critical embedded systems have hard real-time characteristics. Fail-
ure to meet deadlines may be as harmful as producing wrong output or failure to work at
all. Timing verification implies a reliable verification of code execution times, response
times and end-to-end latencies to find the critical corner-case scenarios of system execu-
tion in the presence of complex processor architectures, multi-tasking operating systems,
and network protocols. First, safe upper bounds for the execution times (WCETs) of non-
interrupted tasks have to be determined. Then the worst-case response times (WCRTs)
of an entire system from the task WCETs and information about possible interrupts and
their priorities have to be computed [KFH+11]. In the following we will focus on deter-
mining the WCET of a task; for more information about system-level WCRT analysis see
[HHJ+05].

Modern hardware makes computing safe and precise WCET bounds a challenge. There
is typically a large gap between the cycle times of modern microprocessors and the ac-
cess times of main memory. Caches and branch target buffers are used to overcome this
gap in virtually all performance-oriented processors (including high-performance micro-
controllers and DSPs). Pipelines enable acceleration by overlapping the executions of
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different instructions. Consequently the execution behavior of the instructions cannot be
analyzed separately since it depends on the execution history. Cache memories usually
work very well, but under some circumstances minimal changes in the program code or
program input may lead to dramatic changes in cache behavior. For (hard) real-time sys-
tems, this is undesirable and possibly even hazardous. Making the safe yet – for the most
part – unrealistic assumption that all memory references lead to cache misses results in the
execution time being overestimated by several hundred percent.

The widely used classical methods of predicting execution times are not generally ap-
plicable. Software monitoring and dual-loop benchmark modify the code, which in turn
changes the cache behavior. Hardware simulation, emulation, or direct measurement with
logic analyzers can only determine the execution time for some fixed inputs. They cannot
be used to infer the execution times for all possible inputs in general.

Static analysis by Abstract Interpretation is a safe method for timing analysis providing
guaranteed upper bounds for the worst-case execution time (WCET) of tasks [SLH+05].
Static analyzers are available for complex processors and yield precise results. However,
a basic requirement is that the timing behavior of the processor is predictable. In general,
predictability degrades with increasing interference by accesses to shared resources. In
single-core processors this can be observed with speculative hardware mechanisms like
caches, out-of-order pipelining, or branch prediction. If a task T1 on a processor with
caches is preempted by another task, the memory blocks needed by T1 might be evicted
from the cache. If T1 continues after the preemption additional cache misses can be the
consequence. Covering all potential preemption scenarios by measurements clearly is
infeasible. Cache-related preemption costs can be considered by static analysis, but the
difference between average and worst-case execution time grows. By cache partitioning
or cache locking predictability can be improved and the potential variance of execution
time decreases.

On multi-core processors not only the interferences within each core have to be considered.
Now there are additional interferences due to concurrent accesses to shared resources by
different cores. Such interferences may be caused by accesses to common caches, common
memory banks, or common FLASH or prefetch buffers. For a given multi-core architec-
ture potential interferences have to be carefully examined. Then a configuration can be
determined which enables or facilitates predictable performance [CFG+10].

3.3 Absence of Runtime Errors

Another important goal when developing critical software is to prove that no runtime errors
can occur. Examples for runtime errors are division by zero, invalid pointer accesses, array
bound violations, or arithmetic overflows. A well-known example for the possible effects
of runtime errors is the explosion of the Ariane 5 rocket in 1996 [Lea96]. As detailed
above, software testing can be used to detect errors, but not to prove their absence. E.g. to
reliably detect a division by zero, all potential values of each variable of the denominator
would have to be exerted.
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The result of a sound static runtime error analysis for a statement x will be either “(i)
statement x will not cause an error”, or “(ii) statement x may cause an error”. In the
first case, the user can rely on the absence of errors, in the second case either an error
has been found, or there was a false alarm (false positive). The imprecision induced by
the semantical abstraction allows to compute results in acceptable time, even for large
software projects. Nevertheless the results are reliable, i.e., the analysis will only err on
the safe side: if the analyzer does not detect any error, the absence of errors has been
proven - the coverage is 100%.

Each alarm the analyzer reports has to be manually investigated to determine whether
there is an error which has to be corrected, or whether it was just a false alarm. If all
the alarms raised by an analysis have been proved to be false, then the proof of absence
of runtime errors is completed. This could be checked manually, but the problem is that
such a human analysis is error-prone and time consuming, especially since there might
be interdependencies between the false alarms and in some cases deviations from the C
standard may be willingly accepted. Therefore the number of alarms should be reduced to
zero, since then the absence of runtime errors is automatically proved by the analyzer run.

To that end, it is important that the analyzer is precise, i.e., produces only few false alarms.
This can only be achieved by a tool that can be “specialized” to a class of properties for a
family of programs. Additionally the analyzer must be parametric enough for the user to
be able to fine-tune the analysis of any particular program of the family. General software
tools not amenable to specialization usually report a large number of false alarms which
is the reason why such tools are only used in industry to detect runtime errors, and not to
prove their absence.

Additionally the analyzer must provide flexible annotation mechanisms to communicate
external knowledge to the analyzer. Only by a combination of high analyzer precision
and support for semantic annotations the goal of zero false alarms can be achieved. A
prerequisite is that users get enough information to understand the cause of an alarm so
that they can either fix the bugs or supply the missing semantic information, e.g., about
sensor input ranges.

3.4 Tool Support

The absence of non-functional errors from the categories listed above can be formally
proven by Abstract Interpretation based static analysis tools. Examples are aiT [SLH+05]
for worst-case execution time analysis, StackAnalyzer [FHF07] for stack usage analysis
and Astrée [DS07] for runtime error analysis. For a more comprehensive overview of
static analysis tools see [WEE+08] and [CCF+07].

Since runtime error analysis targets unspecified behaviors which are not covered by the
language semantics the static analysis necessarily has to be based on the source code.

In contrast, for safe WCET and stack usage analysis it is important to work on fully linked
binary code, i.e., here the static analysis is not based on the source code but on the exe-
cutable code. In general, neither a sound stack usage analysis nor a sound WCET analysis
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can be based on the source code. The compiler has a significant leeway to generate ma-
chine code from the source code given which can result in significant variations of stack
usage and execution time. Moreover, for precise results it is important to perform a whole-
program analysis after the linking stage. Lastly, for timing analysis precisely analyzing
cache and pipeline behavior is imperative to obtain precise time bounds. This is only
possible when analyzing machine instructions with known addresses of memory accesses.

Over the last few years, a more or less standard architecture for timing analysis tools has
emerged [Erm03, FHL+01]. It neither requires code instrumentation nor debug informa-
tion and is composed of three major building blocks:

• control-flow reconstruction and static analyses for control and data flow,

• micro-architectural analysis, computing upper bounds on execution times of basic
blocks,

• path analysis, computing the longest execution paths through the whole program.

The data flow analysis of the first block also detects infeasible paths, i.e., program points
that cannot occur in any real execution. This reduces the complexity of the following
micro-architectural analysis. There, basic block timings are determined using an abstract
processor model (timing model) to analyze how instructions pass through the pipeline tak-
ing cache-hit or cache-miss information into account. This model defines a cycle-level
abstract semantics for each instruction’s execution yielding in a certain set of final system
states. After the analysis of one instruction has been finished, these states are used as start
states in the analysis of the successor instruction(s). Here, the timing model introduces
non-determinism that leads to multiple possible execution paths in the analyzed program.
The pipeline analysis has to examine all of these paths. In general, the availability of safe
worst-case execution time bounds depends on the predictability of the execution platform.
Especially multi-core architectures may exhibit poor predictability because of essentially
non-deterministic interferences on shared resources which can cause high variations in
execution time. [CFG+10] gives a more detailed overview and suggests example configu-
rations for available multi-cores to support static timing analysis.

This analysis architecture can also be applied to stack usage analysis. While for timing
analysis the entire machine state has to be modelled, for stack usage analysis only stack
pointer manipulations have to be covered.

4 Non-Functional Software Requirements in the ISO-26262

In this section we focus on [ISO11b], which specifies the requirements for product devel-
opment at the software level for automotive applications. It covers the typical software
development phases: requirements for initiation of software development, specification
of software safety requirements, software architectural design, software unit design and
implementation, software unit testing, software integration and testing, and verification of
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software safety requirements. Non-functional software safety requirements are addressed
in all these stages along the V-Model.

Figure 1: V-Model in the ISO-26262

4.1 Basic Requirements

The ability to handle non-functional program properties is one determining factor for se-
lecting a suitable modelling or programming language (cf. [ISO11b], Sec. 5.4.6). The
standard requires that real-time software and runtime error handling must be supported.
It also states that ”criteria that are not sufficiently addressed by the language itself shall
be covered by the corresponding guidelines or by the development environment”. Table
1 of [ISO11b] suggests the use of language subsets to exclude language constructs which
could result in unhandled runtime errors. However, for typical embedded programming
languages like C or C++, runtime errors can be caused by any pointer or array access,
by arithmetic computations, etc. So in this case the absence of runtime errors has to be
ensured by appropriate tools as a part of the development environment. Also timing and
stack behavior is not captured in current programming language semantics and has to be
addressed by specific tools.

4.2 Safety Requirements

In general the specification of the software safety requirements considers constraints of
the hardware and the impact of these constraints on the software. Among others, safety re-
quirements apply to functions that enable the system to achieve or maintain a safe state, and
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to functions related to performance or time-critical operations. The standard explicitly lists
some requirements which are part of the software safety, including the hardware-software
interface specification, the relevant requirements of the hardware design specification, and
the timing constraints. Hardware- or configuration-related errors (e.g., stack overflows
and runtime errors like erroneous pointer manipulations) can cause globally unpredictable
behavior affecting all safety functions and thus have to be taken into account. Timing con-
straints include the response time at the system level with derived timing properties like
the worst-case execution time.

4.3 Software Architectural Design

The architectural design has to be able to realize the software safety requirements. The
requirements listed in [ISO11b] include verifiability, feasibility for the design and im-
plementation of the software units, and the testability of the software architecture during
integration testing. In other words, the predictability of the system is one of the basic
design criteria since predictability of the software as executed on the selected hardware is
a precondition both for verifiability and for testability. Sec. 7.4.17 of [ISO11b] explicitly
demands that ”an upper estimation of required resources for the embedded software shall
be made, including the execution time, and the storage space”. Thus, upper bounds of
the worst-case execution time and upper bounds of the stack usage are a fixed part of the
architectural safety requirements. The importance of timing is is also reflected by the fact
that ”appropriate scheduling properties” are highly recommended for all ASIL levels as a
principle for software architecture design. All existing schedulability algorithms assume
upper bounds on the worst-case execution time to be known, as well as interferences on
task switches either to be precluded or predictable. Thus the availability of safe worst-case
execution and response times belong to the most basic scheduling properties.

Software architectural design requirements also explicitly address the interaction of soft-
ware components. ”Each software component shall be developed in compliance with the
hightest ASIL of any requirements allocated to it.” Furthermore, ”all of the embedded
software shall be treated in accordance with the highest ASIL, unless the software com-
ponents meet the criteria for coexistence [...]” (cf. [ISO11b], Sec. 7.4.9.-7.4.10). Freedom
of interference is an essential criterion for coexistence. Here all considerations of Sec. 3.2
apply. Freedom of interference also is addressed by Annex D of [ISO11b]. It discusses
timing properties like worst-case execution time or scheduling characteristics as well as
memory constraints. For memory safety, corruption of content, as well as read or write
accesses to memory allocated to another software elements have to be excluded. Such
accesses can be caused by stack overflows or runtime errors like erroneous pointer manip-
ulations and dereferences. As a technique to show the absence of memory faults, Annex
D lists static analysis of memory accessing software.

Table 6 of [ISO11b] lists the methods for verification of the software architectural design.
Control flow analysis and data flow analysis are recommended for ASIL-A and ASIL-B
and highly recommended for ASIL-C and ASIL-D; formal verification is recommended
for ASIL-C and ASIL-D. This can be done separately for the modelling and the imple-
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mentation level. However, with model-based code generation there is a synergy between
model-level and implementation-level analysis (cf. Sec. 4.4). Since the semantics of the
model is given by the generated implementation, source or binary code analyses can be
used to verify the architectural design by propagating analysis results from the implemen-
tation level to the modelling level. This is well supported by static analysis techniques
(cf. Sec. 5).

4.4 Software Unit Design, Implementation, and Testing

Chap. 8 of [ISO11b] defines the three goals of software unit design and implementation
as: specification of the software units in accordance with design and safety requirements,
implementation of the software units, and static verification of design and implementation
of the software units. Thus, static verification plays a very prominent role in the design
and implementation stage; it should always precede dynamic testing which should focus
on properties not statically verified.

Table 9 lists the methods for verification of software unit design and implementation, in-
cluding formal verification, control flow analysis, data flow analysis, static code analysis
and semantic code analysis. As detailed in Sec. 2 all these techniques can be considered
as aspects of general static analysis. Data and control flow analysis is a natural part of
semantics-based static analyzers. With sound static analyzers proofs of data and control
flow behavior can be obtained; they can be counted to the formal methods. A sound static
analyzer for runtime error analysis like Astrée also provides safe data and control flow
analysis without additional effort. The mentioned static analysis techniques are (highly)
recommended for all ASIL levels.

In the structure of the ISO-26262 there is a differentiation between implementation, ad-
dressed in Chap. 8, and testing, addressed in Chap. 9. The absence of runtime errors
(division by zero, control and data flow errors, etc) is considered as a robustness property
(Sec. 8.4.4) which has to be ensured during implementation. Resource usage contraints
like timing or stack consumption are addressed in Chap. 9 of [ISO11b] (Software Unit
Testing). This distinction corresponds to the boundary between source code and binary
code; apparently the underlying assumption is that source code can be analyzed and bi-
nary code has to be tested, which does not account for static analyses working at the binary
code level. The requirements become consistent again when static analysis techniques are
counted to the testing methods. Actually static analysis can be seen as an exhaustive testing
method providing full coverage – a view shared by related safety standards like DO-178B
[Rad], IEC-61508 [IEC10], and EN-50128 [CEN09].

4.5 Software Integration and Testing

The software integration phase has to consider functional dependences and the depen-
dences between software integration and hardware-software integration. Again the non-
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functional software properties have to be addressed; robustness has to be demonstrated
which includes the absence of runtime errors, and it has to be demonstrated that there
are sufficient resources to support the functionality which includes timing and stack usage
(Sec. 10.4.3). Like in the unit testing stage, the ISO-26262 points out typical limitations
of dynamic test and measuring techniques: when dynamic tests are made the test coverage
has to be taken into account and it has to be shown that code modification and instrumen-
tation does not affect the test results (cf. Sec. 9.4.5.-9.4.6; 10.4.5-10.4.6). It is important
to perform WCET analysis in the unit testing stage to get early feedback of the timing
behavior of the software components. However, it has to be noted that since the WCET
depends on the memory addresses in the program and can be influenced by linking deci-
sions, it also has to be applied in the integration stage on the final executable. The same
considerations apply to interactions or interferences between software components.

5 Static Analysis Tools in the Development Process

Static analysis tools compute information about the software under analysis without actu-
ally executing it. No testing on physical hardware is required. As a consequence, static
analyzers can be conveniently integrated in automatic build or testing systems in a fashion
similar to the compilers.

Furthermore, it is straightforward to couple static code analysis tools with other develop-
ment tools, e.g., with model-based code generators. After generating the code from the
model, the static analyses can be automatically invoked from the modelling level. Also
their results can be made available at the modelling level. Examples for such tool cou-
plings exist between the static analyzers aiT, StackAnalyzer, Astrée and model-based code
generators like dspace TargetLink, Esterel SCADE [ET], or ETAS ASCET. Industry part-
ners of the European FP7 project INTERESTED where a complete integrated timing tool
chain has been developed report reductions in overall project effort between 20% and over
50% [Int11].

Also tool couplings between different timing analysis tools can be beneficial. One exam-
ple is a tool coupling between the aiT WCET Analyzer and the scheduling analysis tool
SymTA/S [HHJ+05]. Here the goal is to provide a seamless framework for timing analy-
sis at the code and system level providing both worst-case execution time and worst-case
response time bounds. The advantage of such tool couplings is that they make it easy to
use the static analysis during software development and not only in the final validation and
verification stage. Defects can be detected early, so that late-stage integration problems
can be avoided.

Many safety standards, including the ISO-26262, require development tools to be quali-
fied, according to the criticality level of the tool usage. The qualification of static analysis
tools can be automated to a large degree by dedicated Qualification Support Kits (QSKs).
They consist of a report package and a test package. The report package lists all func-
tional requirements and contains a verification test plan describing one or more test cases
to check each functional requirement. The test package contains an extensible set of test
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cases and a scripting system to automatically execute all test cases and evaluate the re-
sults. The generated reports can be submitted to the certification authority as part of the
certification package. Additional Qualification Support Life Cycle Data (QSLCD) reports
may be necessary to demonstrate the compliance of the tool development process to the
standards for safety critical software development. QSKs and QSLCDs enable successful
tool qualification for all safety standards up to the highest tool confidence levels.

6 Summary

The norm ISO-26262 requires to identify functional and non-functional safety hazards and
to demonstrate that the software does not violate the relevant safety goals. Critical non-
functional safety hazards can be caused by violations of timing constraints in real-time
software and software malfunctioning due to runtime errors or stack overflows.

For such non-functional properties dynamic test and measurement techniques are often
inappropriate since it is very hard to determine a safe test end criterion and typically no
full test coverage can be obtained. One technique which achieves full control and data
coverage and produces results valid for all program runs with all inputs is Abstract In-
terpretation, a semantics-based methodology for static program analysis. The term static
analysis is used to describe a variety of program analysis techniques. We have given an
overview of the different categories of static analyzers and outlined the principles of static
analyzers for non-functional program properties. Abstract Interpretation-based tools are
in industrial use that can prove the absence of stack overflows, runtime errors, and which
can compute safe upper bounds on the worst-case execution time. The qualification of
these tools as required by safety standards like the ISO-26262 can be automated to a large
extend by dedicated Qualification Support Kits.

The ISO-26262 ranks the static verification of program properties among the prominent
goals of the software development process. We have detailed the requirements of the ISO-
26262 for non-functional program properties and discussed the role of static analyzers in
the ISO-26262.
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